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This paper provides a refresher on the complexity of the driving task by looking 
at cognitive performance of drivers.  The paper discusses a number of 
psychological theories that relate to the driving task, and gives a number of 
examples of crashes investigated by TRL to prompt the reader to think of the 
potential implications of road user distraction.  The incidence of ‘looked but 
failed to see’ errors is discussed, along with efforts to improve cognitive 
conspicuity to address this potentially common contributory factor.  Links to a 
number of web based examples are provided due to the highly visual nature of 
the accompanying presentation. We make the distinction between human 
performance and human behaviour, we discuss why the former is almost 
impossible to improve and the latter can be manipulated in many ways.  

 
 
Introduction 
 
Crashes are arguably due to a combination of the limitations of human performance, 
undesirable road user behaviour and circumstance. 
 
The level of variance in each of these is often forgotten in our dissection of incidents 
after the event. Collison investigators tend to measure and account for accidents 
without much knowledge of the main cause of the crash, the driver 
This paper focuses on the limits of human visual performance, and how we may 
affect behaviour.  In the limited time we have to present we focus on driver vision as 
it is believed that 90% of the information we use when we drive is from our visual 
senses (eg Sivak, 1996). 
 
 
Driver performance limitations 
 
An easy example of limitations of driver performance is reaction times.  Prior to 
reacting to a trigger, a driver needs to be able to observe, detect and perceive (or 
comprehend) the potential hazard.  This concept is relatively easily understood and 
communicated.   
 
Reaction times are used for a number of basic road safety applications such as the 
engineering determination of sight distances for stopping.  However reaction time 
data is a little more complicated that you first may think and vision is not necessarily 
perception. 
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There are a large number of variables that may potentially affect an ‘average’ 
driver's time to react to a situation: a database search revealed no less than 7,453 
studies by psychologists during the period from 1974 to 1997 that dealt with 
"reaction times", and this excludes studies in which reaction times were not the 
primary topic of interest. 
 
In a review of driver reaction time research for Institute of Traffic Accident 
Investigators (Hole & Langham, 1997) we described at some length the problems 
with generalising scientific knowledge regarding the time it takes for a person to 
react under laboratory or test situations to a given situation such as a road traffic 
accident.   
 
We describe at some length the various stages or processes that combine together 
to generate a total time to react to a situation on the highway.  We provided a 
breakdown of the typical "accident scenario" from a reaction-time standpoint.  We 
described that a reaction time figure is a complex series of events that psychologists 
still seek to understand.   
 
In our review we described that the time it takes for a driver to react to an 
emergency situation will depend on many factors.  Firstly, the type of response that 
is needed to avoid the collision.  For example, if the brake lights are illuminated on 
the vehicle in front of you the typical response is to simply apply the brakes of your 
vehicle.  If a child runs out in front of you on a bend there are many different 
responses that can be made, brake, swerve, sound the horn.  Generally, the more 
variety of responses the greater the reaction time. 
 
Another factor that will affect the time it takes to respond correctly to an incident is 
the familiarity the driver has with the type of response, associated with the situation. 
For example, if the traffic lights change to red in front of you there is a simple 
familiar response – to brake gently.  Compare this to the familiarity of what to do 
when an emergency vehicle wishes to overtake you.  There are many different 
responses to the emergency vehicle and typically a driver has not encountered that 
many emergency vehicles.  From a psychological standpoint, the drivers response 
to an emergency vehicle has not been practiced and will consequently be slower to 
a practiced a familiar response.   
 
We also highlighted the critical role of the level of expectation or familiarity of what 
needs to be detected.  How the driver interprets what they are ‘seeing’ (or even if he 
perceives it at all) will be greatly affected by his expectations about what might 
occur, where he happens to be looking at the time, his state of vigilance, etc.  We 
concluded that drivers are most likely to detect something which they were 
expecting, in the general area where they were expecting it to occur.  Other 
researchers have used this as an explanation of why motorcyclists are not detected 
very quickly by drivers.  This is because motorcyclists are relatively uncommon 
compared to cars, and motorcyclists tend to use parts of the road environments that 
other vehicles do not use. 
 
We reviewed the other factors that can increase the time it may take for a driver to 
react to an emergency situation.  These factors included the level of fatigue, 
sleepiness, when food was last consumed (and if it was with, or without alcohol) 
age, time of day, and gender. 
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Included that typical reaction times used by crash investigators may well be a useful 
starting point to understand the cause of many incidents.  Critically, we highlighted 
the need for each case to be considered carefully, especially when the incident 
involves the detection of a vehicle in unusual circumstances.  We speculated that 
reaction times to successfully detect, recognise and react appropriately may be 
longer than the typical 0.7 to 2.5 seconds ‘think’ and ‘decide’ time often quoted in 
crash investigation reports. 
 
Two theories highlight potential contributors to differences in reaction times, and 
also highlight the complexity of cognitive appreciation and response by drivers to the 
task at hand.  These theories are change blindness and inattentional blindness. 
 
 
Change blindness 
 
The presentation uses a series of static images of road environment scenes with 
differences considered safety critical to illustrate this phenomenon.  The changes 
are what road users might be expected to experience during driving such as 
different traffic signal displays, approaching vehicles at an intersection, and changes 
in road markings.  This is known as a Flicker Task, a process originally credited to 
Ronald Rensink and colleagues. 
 
The Visual Cognition Laboratory of the University of Illinois also uses gradually 
change images of a scene without a flicker interruption to illustrate the theory.  This 
process is known as the Gradual Task.  For illustrations of change blindness, visit:  
http://viscog.beckman.uiuc.edu/djs_lab/demos.html 
 
 
Inattentional blindness 
 
With large volumes of information to process in our surrounding environment, we 
must constantly allocate or devote our attention to selective processes to be able to 
interpret the wealth of input available.  Should we devote attention to particular 
elements either due to expectation (or lack of) and task demand, then we may 
become effectively blind to what else is happening in that environment. 
 
A number of examples of inattentional blindness tasks exist including those where 
attention is focused on counting the movements of either a bouncing basketball or 
counting the movements of a number of basketballs among a moving group of 
persons.  In each example, a person in a gorilla suit appears, actively gestures 
within the scene, and moves off unnoticed by a large proportion of the test 
audience.   
 
Examples appear on the website listed above. 
 
 
Crash case studies 
 
The following images are provided as an aide memoir of the content of the 
presentation.  They are intended to illustrate that in real world crashes that have 
been investigated and reconstructed by TRL, there are a number of points that need 
to be remembered when considering additional driver distraction.  These are: 
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• things happen quickly, 
• things happen unexpectedly to road users, 
• crashes are a combination of many factors, with inattention to various triggers in 

the road and traffic environment hazardous 
 
Case 1 
 

 
 
• CCTV footage of incident 
• pedestrian steps onto road from in front of double parked vehicle 
 
Case 2 
 

 
 
• crash reconstruction in overly simplified road environment 
• pedestrian steps out from behind median fence into vehicle path 
 
Case 3 
 

 
 
• crash reconstruction 
• truck into rear of another that strikes broken down ute in tunnel 
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Case 4 
 

 
 
• crash investigation 
• early morning, raining, forced change in normal travel route 
• missed a number of direction signs until late, then a late lane change at the final 

sign resulted in the vehicle striking a median and loosing control 
 
 
Case 5 
 

 
 
 
• crash investigation 
• traffic signals blacked out, warning sign placed by authority 
• conversation among travelling friends in one vehicle, following vehuicle in front 

through intersection, presence of intersection unnoticed 
• taxi on other approach likely to be approaching a potential customer 
 
However, not all crashes are the result of circumstances that clearly appear 
hazardous with retrospective hindsight.   
 
TRL has investigated a number of incidents where crashes seem clearly 
unavoidable given the road user had more than sufficient opportunity to see and 
react to a hazard.  Examples include apparently unimpaired drivers travelling into 
clearly marked hazards such as emergency service and road authority vehicles with 
warning beacons activated and occasionally traffic management in place. 
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Road User Conspicuity 
 
Vision is our most important sense when we drive.  Typically those researching in 
the domain claim that 90% of the information we need when we drive is visual. 
 
In very general terms the aim of the human visual perception system is to detect 
objects and understand where in the environment they are relative to the observer.  
Bright noticeable objects are often detected more readily than dull unlit objects.  
However, whether a target will be detected or not is not solely determined by how 
physically conspicuous or visible it is but whether the observer expects to see it and 
then knows what to do (Langham, 1999).   
 
Human vision as much about conception as it is perception. 
 
The ‘looked but failed to see’ (LBFS) error (Staughton and Storie, 1977) refers to set 
of circumstances where a driver accounts for a crash in terms of failing to detect 
another road user.   
 
It has been estimated that in the range of 69-80% of all intersection crashes in 
Australia are caused by failures by one driver to ‘see’ another until it is too late to 
avert a collision (Cairney and Catchpole, 1995).  The explanation of LBFS also 
implies that the other vehicle was there to be seen by the offending driver 
In a review of driver vision and vehicle visibility, Hills (1980) describes the LBFS 
error as a problem of the misjudgement of speed and distance and incorrect 
interpretation of information by the driver.  He points out that an individual vehicle 
accident is:  “not normally due to one single cause but, rather is the result of a 
combination of causes.” 
 
It may be that late detection or LBFS errors account for a large proportion of all 
crashes.  Without the basic level of detection, no decision and response are 
possible.  Rumar (1990), based on European data, suggests that two significant 
causal factors may contribute: 
• a lapse of cognitive expectation, illustrated by a failure to scan for a particular 

class of road user or failure to look in the appropriate direction; and 
• a difficulty with perceptual thresholds, illustrated by the failure to discern the 

relevant stimuli in lower levels of ambient illumination or where vehicles 
approach in the field of peripheral vision. 

 
In interviews following ‘looked but failed to see’ crashes, the errant road user will 
often be adamant that they did ‘look’ for other traffic but did not ‘see’ the other road 
user/s and/or vehicle/s involved.   
 
In such cases, researchers have historically investigated how conspicuous the other 
road user/s and/or vehicle/s involved actually were at the time of the crash.  Such an 
approach tends to oversimplify matters and further understanding of conspicuity is 
necessary before any assessment or review of the liveries and/or marking systems 
used on maintenance and works vehicles is undertaken. 
 
TRL has been undertaking such reviews for a range of road and emergency service 
authorities, in addition to large commercial fleets. 
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Physical Conspicuity 
 
Conspicuity is a word that is often used without much thought of its meaning.  Hills 
says of conspicuity:  

“It can be defined partly as the extent to which the object is above the just 
visible limit.  It is therefore subject to the same factors as visibility, the most 
significant of these being the visual size of the object, its contrast with its 
background against which it is seen the ambient light levels and any source of 
glare”  (Hills, 1980). 

 
The most physically conspicuous objects possess the ability to capture the attention 
of the observer over and above other parts of the visual scene.  Engel (1977) 
described physical conspicuity as the detection of a target in a brief presentation. 
 
An object that is physically conspicuous in one environment may be easily lost in 
another.  For example, predominantly white or lightly coloured vehicles (such as 
commonly used by authorities and emergency services), which provide a fair degree 
of contrast in dark conditions and/or against dark backgrounds, can be camouflaged 
by a predominantly white or lightly coloured backgrounds (such as within a white 
walled tunnel or brightly lit work environments). 
 
 
Cognitive Conspicuity 
 
However conspicuity is not just about how bright things are in their environment.  
People drive into large vehicles claiming they don’t see them (e.g., Cercarelli, 1992).  
They even drive into highly conspicuous police cars claiming they didn’t see them 
(Langham, Hole, Edwards & O’Neil, 2002).  Not only does an object such as a 
maintenance or works vehicle need to be ‘seen’, it needs to be ‘recognised’ for what 
it is – an increased risk and potential hazard.  This is a concept known as cognitive 
conspicuity and relates to expectation in perception and can explain why, for 
example, a driver can look straight at a cyclist or motorcyclist and then drive straight 
into them.  In such a scenario, experts believe that the driver is looking for cars or 
larger vehicles. 
 
Cognitive conspicuity is a dynamic parameter dependent as much upon the mental 
state of the observer as the physical properties of the object being observed. 
 
 
Conspicuity Responses 
 
TRL has worked with a number of fleets including road maintenance, emergency 
services, and the petrochemical industry. 
 
In the case of the petrochemical industry, improving cognitive conspicuity is 
regarded important enough to sacrifice existing vehicle liveries and branding 
opportunities. 
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Figure 1 – An example of regulatory approach with recommended outlines or 
contours from UN Regulation 104. 
 
 
The significance of cognitive conspicuity on road safety can be seen with moves to 
implement a regulatory response to improving vehicle and road user conspicuity.  
One such response is the United Nations Regulation 104.  Figures from the 
regulation appear below displaying suggested outlines and contours for markings, in 
addition to suggested areas and management of livery and corporate advertising. 
 
Of course, the advancement of such measures could ultimately lead to more 
attention being drawn away from other road users, particularly in an environment of 
equally competitive roadside environments, such as increased development, 
pedestrian or traffic activity and advertising.  This could be to the detriment of some 
of our more vulnerable road users.  The net effect is unknown. 
 
 
Influence of driver distraction 
 
Having refreshed ourselves of the limitations of driver performance (unimpaired and 
ignoring poor driver behaviour), and equally having seen examples of some 
initiatives to counter driver performance limitations, it is a good base to start 
considering the implications of driver distraction into a complex equation. 
 
Typical values adopted for driver reaction times by crash reconstuctionists start from 
around 0.7 seconds for a comparatively alert and expectant road user (various 
studies) through to around 1.5 seconds (as used by the NSW Roads and Traffic 
Authority for urban road design) and beyond. 
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Research using TRL’s driving simulator has shown reaction times for comparatively 
alert road users – given they were undergoing simulator testing – is within this 
range, but diminishes greatly with the introduction of distraction from mobile phone 
use (Burns P et al. 2002).  The reduced performance (such as shown by increased 
reaction times) is notably worse than driver impaired by alcohol (to the 0.08 BAC 
level) as shown in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1 – TRL Simulator Reaction time findings (Burns et al., 2002) 
 

Group Typical Reaction 
Time 

‘Control’ 0.9 to 1.1 secs 

0.08 BAC 1.0.to 1.2 secs 

Mobile users 1.2 to 1.6 secs 

 
 
In addition to poorer reaction times, the TRL research has shown that in comparison 
to alcohol impaired (0.08 BAC) drivers, mobile phone users had: 
• Poorer lane positioning, 
• Poorer speed maintenance, 
• More variable following distances, and 
• Impaired judgement and gap acceptance. 
 
This sounds alarms given our existing views and understanding of the escalated risk 
of collision involvement for what NSW classes as a mid-range drink driving offence, 
and given mobile phone user reaction times are stretched in comparison to what we 
have traditionally considered to be sufficiently conservative road design values.  
Therefore, distracted road users may not be able to cope with the basic operating 
environment that we are providing for them – assuming of course we have had the 
luxury to provide a sufficiently designed road environment and ignoring performance 
limitations. 
 
In an attempt to quantify the effects of other potential distractions, TRL have since 
conducted further research for the Mobile Telecommunications Health Risks 
Research Programme of the UK Department of Health.  A copy of a paper of the 
results of this research in attached as Appendix 1.  An extension of this research is 
currently being prepared. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
This paper has presented some of the background to the need for caution with the 
introduction of driver distractions due to the potential effects on cognitive process. 
The potential significance of this extra burden is shown by illustrative examples of 
particular crash investigations and also by previous TRL research that suggests that 
95% of crashes have human factors (or errors) as being causal or contributory. 
 
Human factor limitations include both driver performance and driver behaviour 
issues. 
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Driver performance is limited in a number of ways.  Limitations such as reaction 
times, can be to some extent accommodated by the system with some degree of 
consistency.  However, other limitations, such as the theories of change blindness 
and inattentional blindness, contribute inconsistent limitations with more complex 
cognitive process being involved. 
 
It is some of these more erratic performance areas that may realise the greatest 
adverse consequences of additional driver distraction. 
 
Cognitive conspicuity is one example of the potential influence on collision 
incidence.  Driver distraction may be outweighing measures to enhance cognitive 
conspicuity. 
 
With such a complex task environment and interactions, we must be particularly 
cautious with the introduction of any additional cognitive loading that may increase 
risk. 
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Forthcoming Publications 
 
The following TRL documents will shortly be released and may be of interest to 
readers. 

• TRL634.  Mobile phone use by drivers, 2000-03 by J Broughton and J P Hill. 
• TRL635.  A survey of mobile phone use by drivers, April 2004 by J P Hill. 

 
For further information, visit the publications section of www.trl.co.uk 
 
 
Footnote – UK Think! Road Safety Campaign 
 
Shown during the presentation was an example of a campaign in the United 
Kingdom that highlights the potential difficulties associated with using a mobile 
phone.  The advertisement uses a combination of visual information and competing 
voice over.  The campaign is visible at : 

http://www.thinkroadsafety.gov.uk/ 
The Mobile Phone Campaign files can be found under the Road Safety Campaigns 
heading. 
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APPENDIX 1:  Burns, Parkes & Lansdown  
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